Savage Storm of Profits
An Enron executive kills himself in his car.
At the same moment, a Japanese investor empties his
savings account to buy an armful of gold bullion.
Dear Investor,
History swerves from its expected course. Things happen that don’t “feel” connected. But are
they?
Last September, terrorist pilots destroyed the World Trade Center and instantly changed our
world forever. Two months later, the virtual collapse of another icon of capitalism – Enron – rocked the
very foundations of Wall Street.

Get Ready! This is the leading edge of a terrifying storm.
This is an event that could easily redefine this century for investors. A special report I’ve prepared warns you of the dangers ahead… and the opportunity for huge profits.
Inside, you’ll see how investing has changed. Forever. You’ll see how the $100 trillion derivatives market threatens to “Enronize” more big stocks…how a mountain of debt could quickly crush dozens of America’s largest corporations, taking unprepared investors down with them.
Yet, you’ll find out in the report how a handful of investors plan on using a single, simple strategy to make as much as $9 for every $1 invested during the most savage financial shock of the century.
How? I urge you to sign-up RIGHT NOW to find out.
Sincerely,

Daniel Denning
Editor, Strategic Investment
P.S. The latest scandal… it turns out former Enron CEO Ken Lay made as much as $1.7 million in a
single afternoon last summer – just by dumping his own company’s shares! That’s nothing. A year
from today, Wall Street will swim in stories about companies with shady accounting and billions of dangerous derivatives hidden on their books.
I’m already watching the companies that pose the biggest risks. You’ll find out who has the
most to lose and how you can make 9 times your money as Enron-style derivatives nightmares ravage
dozens of large U.S. companies.

